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“No other way, I have to’ve counted it wrong!” 

Alex Cohen knew that this cash needs to have been from Wayne Larson, and also based 

upon the transfer amount from the previous two times, this time, he ought to have provided 

Alex 10 million, or perhaps a maximum of 50 million. 

After Alex had relaxed himself down, he stated it two times. He found that he was right the 

very first time! 

There were certainly 9 numbers before the decimal point. It was really 500 million! 

As long as it was not exceedingly wasted, this sufficed money to take pleasure in a couple of 

life times of high-end, so what was the factor of beginning a company? 

Was it not excellent to be a hermit millionaire as well as do nothing? 

 

After Alex had actually validated the amount of cash, this believed subconsciously stood out 

up in his head. This short lived thought made Alex recognize that there was reality in the 

stating that a man with cash would make him do poor deeds. 

The good news is, his mind was fairly strong, as well as did not lose himself in a large sum of 

cash … 

Felix went back to the workplace after chasing after Hudson and also Winson out and saw 

Alex’s eyebrows were locked. He anxiously asked, “Brother Alex, if we don’t release the job, 

we’ll be enemies with York Styles and also Sincere Co. Passing this difficulty won’t be simple. 

We have to think about a great way to do it …”. 

 

Alex came back to his senses and also said, “Do not stress. Didn’t Hudson say that 4 million 

isn’t sufficient? Allow’s throw in 40 million! If it does not work, we’ll throw in 400 million! I 

still do not think that in service, there are still problems that money can’t resolve.”. 

” What? 40 million? 400 million?”. 



Felix wished to ask if Alex had gone insane from the tension. Why did he begin talking 

nonsense? 

Simply after that, Alex obtained a call from Wayne Larson, so he tipped outdoors to address 

it. 

Wayne’s voice sounded extremely happy when he stated, “Child, today’s the initial day that 

you took over Hudson Designs. I’ve moved 500 million to you. 

” Roger that. It’s just excessive! Leaping from 5 million to 500 million suddenly … the gap is 

as well huge.”. 

” I assumed I told you to invest openly! Exactly how could you invest freely if it’s just 5 or 6 

million? 500 million’s barely approximately the mark. We’re guys! Whether it be in business 

or your personal life, don’t be shy. If you have an idea, just do it! if you can’t do it, wreck it 

with money!”. 

” Okay …”. 

After the call, Alex’s heart really felt a little more stable. 

Just now, he was still worried about cash as a result of that vibrant suggestion, so this would 

certainly fix his concerns and he could begin planning. 

His down-to-earth personality was the factor he had actually obtained 500 million. 

Formerly, Wayne Larson had actually given Alex cash twice, both of which were tests for 

him. If Alex had squandered the cash, Wayne would certainly remain to move some cash to 

him, just not as much. As it turned out, Alex did not spend lavishly as well as had only spent 

on what was needed. 

It was on this property that Wayne moved him 500 million to sustain his company … 

In the following few days, with the exception of the moments that Alex had actually mosted 

likely to the health center to see his papa, the remainder of his time was mainly invested in 

the Greenville job. This busy duration gone by promptly. In the blink of an eye, it was 

already the last day of May. Alex involved the workplace early in the morning as usual. 



At 10:00 am, Alex had received a call from the detention center. The boss of Shane Locke’s 

case, Captain Gordon, claimed that there was some progress in the event. 

Alex rushed to the police headquarters, consulted with Captain Gordon, as well as quickly 

asked, “Did you discover who’s the mastermind behind this?”. 

Captain Gordon drank his head as well as replied, “No.”. 

” After that what was the development you were speaking about?”. 

” We’ve captured Blackie and also Shiny.”. 

Captain Gordon, can I fulfill Shane Locke? I simply desire to ask him a few inquiries.”. 

Captain Gordon considered for a moment, however still consented to take Alex into the 

detention space. He then pulled back sideways. 

Shane had actually only been secured for a couple of days, however he was already scruffy 

and cluttered. 

Alex had no grace for Shane. He stood outside the iron door and said coldly, “Shane Locke, 

you should understand that if you give up the mastermind behind all this, your sentence can 

be decreased by fairly a bit. 

” Stop!”. 

Shane interrupted Alex and asked rhetorically, “What mastermind?”. 

” Isn’t it apparent? Although we had a small fight, such a small dispute would not also 

prompt you to devote such a major crime. Besides, back then, you likewise discussed that 

somebody had actually paid you to cut off both my hands which I would certainly annoyed 

a person I couldn’t afford to!”. 

At the time, I only stated that a person was paying for your hands to scare you. If I hadn’t 

said that, would you have provided me the money willingly?”. 

Shane recognized quite possibly that if he bore all the responsibility alone, he would most 

absolutely have to go to jail for a few more years. 



Nonetheless, if he were to snitch on Chase Lucas, the effects would certainly be 

unimaginable. 

After all, if he had upset a big shot like Chase Lucas, it would definitely be extra major than a 

few even more years behind bars. 

Alex additionally provided up. Sukie Lane may recognize the truth! 

” Hey, forget it! There must be an additional method!”. 

Alex thought about it and also still did not contact Sukie, then repelled … 

He did not wish to handle Sukie anymore, however Sukie was racking her brains to attempt 

and get in touch with him. 

Sukie was certain that if Alex would drop the match, after that Shane would be launched. 

That was why the female was hectic these previous few days. If she was not adhering to Alex 

about, then she was doing some type of investigation and searched for out his weaknesses. 

In the end, she just figured out that Alex was wed and also had also wed a rich family’s little 

girl! 

After she figured out the factor behind Alex’s unexpected wealth, she felt that it boggled the 

mind! 

While she came close to the personnel at Gold Stone to discover out regarding Alex and 

Isla, she captured Xena Sander’s focus … 

At this time, Sukie Lane was standing in front of Xena Sander’s desk with great trepidation 

fantastic uneasiness and also, DiscussedAunty, don’t misunderstand. I’m just investigating 

Alex Cohen since I’m interested. 

Xena claimed coldly with a straight face, “What’s your connection with Alex Cohen?”. 

” We mosted likely to university with each other.”. 

” After that why are you investigating him?”. 

” We had not talked in a while as well as I just learnt he was wed and also had actually 

gotten rich, so I was curious, then …”. 



Slap! 

Xena slapped the table and also stated, “Do you believe I’m a three-year-old child? Tell me 

truthfully. Are you trying to undermine my child girl?”. 

” No, no, no …”. 

Sukie was shuddering with shock and also waved her hands continuously. 

” Although Alex had actually sought me before, I do not have any type of feelings for him. 

He’s currently married and also I have a sweetheart, so it’s also more impossible in between 

us.”. 

” If you actually didn’t have any type of sensations for him, why would you come below to 

learn about him?”. 

” I.”. 

Sukie was fairly arrogant as well as proud, however she only dared to put up a fight in front 

of ordinary people. 

Now that she was encountering an abundant as well as powerful lady like Xena Sanders, she 

was not difficult in any way, as well as her mindset was entirely suppressed. Xena did not 

scold nor strike her, however she was still frightened by Xena’s effective aura. 

After a few secs of hesitation, Sukie truthfully told her the complete tale. 

Xena’s eyebrows furrowed when she heard Sukie’s description. 

” Are you claiming that you wish to get some type of utilize from Alex to intimidate him 

right into withdrawing the claim?”. 

Sukie nodded after that immediately shook her head and said, “I won’t risk to do it once 

again. I won’t risk …”. 

” No! You need to continue. Not only will I not criticize you, but I’ll additionally aid you …”. 



Xena had actually intended to observe Alex for a while longer, so she did not search for 

somebody to frame him. Since the chance had actually emerged by itself accord, she 

changed her mind after a little analysis. 

Alex had a luxury vehicle and a firm that had taken on a multi-million dollar business, he 

was still a hundred thousand miles away from Jared Xavier! Jared Xavier was the well 

established beneficiary of the Grand Express Company, as well as the marketplace 

capitalization of Grand Express Corp was in the billions! 

Even if Xena’s math was bad, when it comes to 10 million versus billions, she still recognized 

which to select. 

Sukie assumed that she had misheard and asked blankly, “Aunty, what did you claim?”. 

Xena secured the door and called Sukie to the visitor’s seating area. I want Alex Cohen to 

make some mistakes. 

” Truly?”. 

” You currently understand what sort of individual I am. Just how can I exist to you 

concerning this little point?”. 

Sukie was lured but still felt the scenario was a little astounding. She remained to speak with 

Xena for some time, and after abating her fears, she lastly agreed. A conspiracy hatched out 

by two females had formally started … 

 


